A permutation algorithm based on fractional counting.
Convert the permutation-based p-values in
Step 6 to q-values.
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S2 Exhibit. Theoretical comparisons of fuzzy and standard permutation methods
Let P denote a random variable, the realizations of which are p-values of a two-sample test regarding a specific variable in the permutations of a case-control study. Assume that P can take
, for a case-control study with 1 n cases and 0 n
be the probability mass distribution of P . Under the null hypothesis, the original data and each and every round of its permutation are equally likely to be observed. In other words, the original p-value is distributed the same as P . . Clearly, this amounts to a uniform (0,1) distribution.
Under an alternative hypothesis, the original p-value is not distributed the same as P . But it is still the case that when the p-value of the original data is the i th level of P , the standard permutation will report a permutation-based p-value as a point mass at i s , and the fuzzy permutation will report a permutation-based p-value randomly sampled from a uniform 1 ( , )
This indicates that algebraically, the fuzzy permutation-based p-value is at most as large as the standard permutation-based p-value. Therefore, the fuzzy permutation method is at least as powerful as the standard permutation method under any alternative.
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S3 Exhibit. R code for fuzzy FDR controls. ######################################################################## # packages needed: doPrallel, doRNG, fdrtool # # data: a (variables*samples) data matrix, with the 'cases' placed before the 'controls' # # n.case: a scalar indicating the total number of 'cases' in the data # # n.perm: a scalar indicating the number of permutations (default value 10000) # ######################################################################## fuzz.perm <-function( data, n.case, n.perm=10000){ epsilon <-1e-6 n1 <-n.case
cl <-makeCluster (28) registerDoParallel (cl) library (doRNG) set.seed (123) counts <-foreach(i=1:n.perm, .combine="+") %dorng% permu (n,n1,data,p_fuzz) stopCluster ( for truncated normal distribution, and 0.8 (S) and 0.7 (W) for beta distribution, respectively.
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S5 Exhibit. Simulation results for normal distribution (number of variables 20000).
Parameters used in the simulation are the same as in the paper, except here the number of variables is 20000. The variables for the control subjects are generated using the standard normal distribution.
The total number of variables is 100000. The sample size is 60 (30 cases and 30 controls). A total of 5000 permutations were performed. The signal-to-noise ratios are 2.33 (H) and 0.67 (L). The signal strengths (difference in means between cases and controls) are 1.095 (S) and 0.73 (W). The variables for the control subjects are generated using the truncated normal distribution The variables for the control subjects are generated using the beta distribution 
